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Abstract

Results

Our risk function, compared to existing risk functions

Many traditional methods for shape classification use shape matching
scores as similarity measures. Previously, learning has only been applied to
this process after the matching scores have been obtained. In our paper,
instead of simply taking the matching scores for granted and then learning a
classifier, we learn the matching scores themselves so as to produce
shape similarity scores that minimize the classification loss.
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Our approach, compared to existing approaches

In the conventional setting, θ assigns a weight to each class. ∆ is a 0/1 loss
function indicating whether the chosen class is correct.
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We demonstrate that both the conventional and the proposed formulation
improve over non-learning results. However, the improvement of learning
over non-learning is greater when the matching criterion is parametrized.
The framework presented in our paper potentially applies to any
classification method based on graph matching.
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parametrized linear assignment objective

Conventional methods only apply learning after matching scores have been
obtained.

We use the same loss, but we parametrize the linear assignment
objective itself.

Structured learning
Whereas conventional learning scenarios only require class labels for
training, our training data consists of class labels and matches between
graphs of the same class.

Instead, we apply learning to matching itself, so as to minimize the
classification loss.

This is an example of structured learning, and learning is done in the
framework of [TJHA05].

Our experiments
Problems with existing approaches

MPEG-7: 70 Shape categories, 20 samples in each category [LLE00].

Top: classification without learning (left), and with learning (right). Without
learning, the incorrect class is chosen, possibly due to the poor quality of
the match. Bottom: an illustration of the weights learned by our method,
before and after learning. High weight has been given to those features that
are useful in distinguishing ‘4’ from ‘9’ (for example).

MNIST: 70,000 hand-written digits [LBH98].
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